More

CLASSES

Saturday 9:15-1:15 pm Fee $30
Skill
Includes Materials
Level

Ever

wonder how those beautiful
multi-layered glass sculptures are made
without any lead or solder to hold them
together? We will unlock this well kept
secret with UV Adhesive. You will see
how easy it is to bond glass together
and talk about the wow factor! We will actually make
a beveled snowflake, without cutting any glass or using
a soldering iron!

Kiln Operation 101

Feb 6

Beveled Snowflake

Jan. 16

Sat. 9:15-12:30pm Fee $15
Afraid to turn on that new kiln?
Forgot what you learned in class
to
How
about operating the kiln? No
use
worries! We have a class just for
kiln
you!
Be Not Afraid! In this class we will
solve the mystery of what happens when the coils start
to glow and what to do next! We will discuss firing
schedules, basic fusing techniques, kiln maintainence,
kiln safety as well as mold preparations. All the things
you want to know to become a successful fusing artist!

Stepping Stone Class

Jan. 23

Sat.9:30-12:00pm Fee $35

Feb 22

Think

Fused Kaleidoscope Class

Spring! Beautify
Monday 6:30-9:00pm (2 Weeks) Fee $30
your garden with a
Feb.
29
Skill
sparkling new garden stone
Level
Oil Wand Kit included
and be the envy of all your
Ever wonder how those
neighbors! Join us for our
Kaleidoscopes seem so magical?
next garden stone class and
Now you can learn how to make
learn how easy they are to
a little magic yourself!
make!
You will actually fuse your own
I n this class, you will
Kaleidoscope body in the kiln and
actually do an 8” x 8” stone
then assemble the scope into a
and take it home that night! We will show you how
beautiful and magical art ensemble,
to prepare your mold, lay out your project and work
using stained glass soldering
with the DiamondCRETE mix.
techniques.
The class is Saturday Jan. 23, 9:30-12:00pm. The On the first night of class you will use fusing techniques
fee is $35, which includes a box of DiamondCRETE
mix, form, and everything you will need to make a to create the sides of the body of the oil wand scope.
The second night we will assemble the scope using your
stone, except glass.
created work of art. It is a great way to get an
The Fine Print: You will need to come to classnewly
intro to Hot Glass Fusing and unravel the magic of
with your glass cut for an 8” x 8” stone, which you kaleidoscopes. The class fee includes the Oil Wand Kit
can choose from several patterns when you sign up. (value $27) Glass not included.
If time is short, we have precut glass designs that will
easily work. You must have your project cut out and Don’t miss out on this fabulous new class! Space is
limited, so stop by or call and sign up today.
ready to go before class begins.
You must have prior stained glass knowledge to enroll
in this class.
10 Things to do with “Wine” Bottles

Jan. 30

Besides Empty Them
Skill
Level

Sat.9:15-1:15pm Fee $25
Plus materials

Do you ever look at that empty wine bottle
and wonder “What can I do with this?”
Creative Glass people hate to throw anything
away, so let’s see what we can do!
have to empty the wine bottle at another time
perhaps! We will show you many different
projects that you can do with them. Learn
how to cut the bottoms off to make hanging
lanterns, among other things. We will
demonstrate how to use the bottle cutter as
well as drilling holes into the bottles. We will also talk
about how to flatten them into cheese trays and much
more.
In this class, we will show other techniques to dress up
your empties. Bring in your favorite bottle and let’s make
some magic! Don’t worry if you don’t have a bottle, we
will have extras! This is the ultimate in recycling!

Fused Glass Flower Garden
Feb. 20

Skill
Level

Feb.27

Sat.9:15-1:00pm Fee $45
Plus materials
Sat. 9:15-11:15am Finishing up!

Creating a glass flower bouquet is fun and
easy! Watch the kiln bloom as you learn to
fuse and slump glass in this exciting handson entry level class. Get introduced to both
fusing and slumping as you cultivate 1 to 2
georgeous 3-d blossoms. We will explore
first hand basic fusing concepts, mold
preparations and hardware assembly. We’ll share new
ideas incorporating beautiful glass flowers that will inspire
your imagination.
Even if you have two brown thumbs you will have no
trouble raising these floral beauties. You will need to bring
your glass cutting tools with you to class.
You will need glass cutting experience for this class.

